
Astrologer predicts Israel's doom in 17 years
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Sorry, not too many updates today, was working heavily on my auntie's      website, Adventure
Leadership      Training
website. Please do have a look.
     

Bring forth the monthly prognosticators! A prominent Arab astrologer, who      has supposedly
accurately predicted the deaths of prominent Egyptian artists      and writers, has predicted 2007
will be the start of increasing conflict      that will end in the destruction of Israel 17 years from
now. Dr Sayyed      Mohammad Ali has also supposedly predicted the conflict in      Lebanon,
an Israeli war with Iran by the end of the year, and that China      and Russia would be involved
(maybe he is reading Prophecy in the news?).

      

Quote: "According to Ali, during that year, China, Russia      and India will back Syrian
President Bashar Assad in his confrontation with      the United States and the war and
"Palestinian resistance to      Israel" will increase. The year 2007 will mark the beginning of the   
  countdown for the destruction of Israel, a process that will last 17 years,      he claimed.

      

Mr Sayyed uses the occult practice of astrology to make his predictions,      and therefore while
his results do correlate with what the Bible teaches      about end time events, this man's words
should be shunned for the false      prophet that he is. You see, Revelation teaches that the
spirit of prophecy      is the testimony of Jesus. If prophecy does not glorify the Lord Jesus     
Christ, then it is from a satanic source and should be disregarded. Even in      Old Testament
times, the Lord warned Israel that if he sent a false prophet      into their midst, who made
predictions that came true, and then called them      to go after other gods, they were to not
listen his words (Deuteronomy 13).      There is one thing that demons hate after God, and that
is God's      chosen people Israel. And the fact that Sayyed predicts Israel will be      destroyed -
in complete contradiction of God's Word, shows just where he gets      his information from.
Let's stick to the Bible, we know it's 100% accurate,      for we know Who its source is.

      

Isaiah 47:13 
      Thou art wearied in the multitude of thy counsels. Let now the astrologers,      the
stargazers, the monthly prognosticators, stand up, and save thee from      these things that shall
come upon thee.
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